
                                                                         Name:  
  

NTI Alternative Assignments 
(for students who do not have internet access during NTI days) 

Students without internet access will complete one task from Reading and one task from Math one 
each NTI day.  Choose one task from each column for each NTI day.  Don’t forget to complete the 
NTI form for each day.  
 

Reading:  Choose a group of letters and an activity to complete with your chosen group of letters. 
  
                               Letters:                               Activities: 

-  c, o, a, d, g -  Using your group of letters, find objects that begin 
-  m, l, h, t, I                              or end with each letter sound. 
-  j, k, p, ch                           - Using your group of letters, draw pictures of things 
-  u, b, r,                                  that begin or end with each letter sound. 
-  f, n, e, s - Using your group of letters, create words that begin 
                                               or end with each letter sound, or create words  
                                               Using your group of letters, if possible. 
                                             -Using your group of letters, find your letters in print  
                                               on objects around your house (newspapers,  
                                               magazines, junk mail, cereal boxes, etc) 
                                              -Using your group of letters, write your letters in the 
                         snow, in salt, flour, sugar, etc. 

 

Math:  Choose a group of numbers and an activity to complete with your chosen group of numbers. 
  
 Numbers: Activities: 

-          0 – 5  - Using your group of numbers, build towers and 
-          0 – 10   compare (taller, shorter, more, less, fewest, most, 
-          0 – 15   thin, wide, etc) 
-          0 – 20                       - Using your group of numbers, put your numbers in 
-          0 – 30                               order, least to greatest, and greatest to least 
  -Using your group of numbers, write your numbers 
                                               in snow, salt, flour, sugar, etc 
                                              -Using your group of numbers, play war with 
                                               dominoes, cards, dice, numbers cards, etc. 
                                              -Using your group of numbers, create and act out  
               an addition story problem 

 

         Keep this paper in the back of your child’s folder all year! On 
           NTI days, you only need to sign the NTI form and check off  
            how your child completed NTI requirements for each NTI 

day. 



 
                                                                          Name:  

  

NTI Alternative Assignments 
(for students who do not have internet access during NTI days) 

Students without internet access will complete one task from Reading and one task from Math one 
each NTI day.  Choose one task from each column for each NTI day.  Don’t forget to complete the 
NTI form for each day.  
 

Reading:  Choose from the rainbow words your child has worked on and an activity to complete 
with your chosen group of words. 
  
       Activities 

● Using your group of rainbow words, write a complete sentence (begin with a capital letter, 
space between words, and end with punctuation mark.  

● Using your group of rainbow words, find them on items around your house (newspapers, 
magazines, items in your cabinet) 

● Using your group of rainbow words, write them in the snow, sugar, flour, salt, etc 
 
 

Math:  Choose a group of numbers and an activity to complete with your chosen group of numbers. 
  
 Numbers: Activities: 

-          0 – 5  - Using your group of numbers, build towers and 
-          0 – 10   compare (taller, shorter, more, less, fewest, most, 
-          0 – 15   thin, wide, etc) 
-          0 – 20                       - Using your group of numbers, put your numbers in 
-          0 – 30                               order, least to greatest, and greatest to least 
  -Using your group of numbers, write your numbers 
                                               in snow, salt, flour, sugar, etc 
                                              -Using your group of numbers, play war with 
                                               dominoes, cards, dice, numbers cards, etc. 
                                              -Using your group of numbers, create and act out  
               an addition story problem 

 

         Keep this paper in the back of your child’s folder all year! On 
           NTI days, you only need to sign the NTI form and check off  
            how your child completed NTI requirements for each NTI 

day. 


